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JPFO RESPONSE TO THE NRA POSITION ON BATFE

Questions to ask:
1.

According to the Letter, NRA supports “certain federal laws relative to firearms.”
What part of the Second Amendment’s declaration, that that “the right of the
people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed,” gives the federal
government the power to enact laws “relative to firearms”?

BEST ANSWER: The Second Amendment prohibits federal legislation that infringes the
right to keep and bear arms.
2.

According to the Letter, NRA “does not object to many of the federal laws against
violent criminal behavior committed with firearms.” What efforts has NRA
made to repeal federal laws regulating ownership and possession of firearms
where violence is not an issue?

BEST ANSWER: All pro-rights organizations should work toward repeal of federal laws
that infringe the right to keep and bear arms. Laws prohibiting violent criminal behavior
already exist on the books in every State and territory. NRA needs to work toward repeal
of federal laws regulating ownership and possession of firearms.
3.

According to the Letter, NRA supports the existence of the BATFE. Under what
provision of the U.S. Constitution is the federal government empowered to create
a federal agency to regulate firearms, given that the Second Amendment declares
“the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed”?

BEST ANSWER: Article I of the Constitution empowers Congress to regulate interstate
commerce. To an ordinary understanding, firearms ownership, possession and peaceful
or defensive use of firearms do not amount to “interstate commerce.” To the extent that
Congress and the courts have expanded the scope of “interstate commerce” to include
personal firearms ownership and use, they have exceeded the meaning of the
Constitution. Regardless of the interstate commerce issue, the Second Amendment
expressly prohibits federal legislation that infringes the right to keep and bear arms.
4.

According to the Letter, NRA claims to have been the “driving force behind
congressional hearings” to expose the “countless bungles and outrageous
decisions by federal agents, including BATF agents, that led to the tragedies at
Ruby Ridge and Waco.”
(a)

Can NRA name any BATF agents who were terminated for their
misconduct as exposed in those hearings?

CORRECT ANSWER: None known.

(b)

Can NRA identify any congressional action against BATF that would
prevent recurrences of the tragedies at Ruby Ridge or Waco?

CORRECT ANSWER: None known.
(c)

If NRA cannot identify substantial congressional action aga inst BATF for
its “bungles and outrageous decisions,” then does NRA admit failing at its
stated goal to “correct the problems within the Bureau itself”?

BEST ANSWER: We have learned from hard experience that BATF cannot be
corrected from within the Bureau itself. It needs to be abolished.

5.

According to the Letter, “NRA did consider calling for Congress to de-fund this
agency in the 1980s.”
(a)

If NRA knew BATF was problematic in the 1980s, and if NRA thought it
was possible to defund it, and if NRA actually opposed gun control, then
why would NRA choose instead to favor retaining the federal gun control
agency?

BEST ANSWER: It was a mistake to surrender the issue of an unconstitutional
agency enforcing unconstitutional laws.
(b)

When NRA discovered even more BATF abuses in the 1990s than
previously known, why didn’t the NRA press for de- funding BATF when
the Republicans controlled the House, Senate and White House in the
2000s?

BEST ANSWER: It was a mistake to fail to press the advantage and abolish the
BATF.
6.

According to the Letter, NRA believes “dissolving the BATF will not eliminate
the problem of overzealous enforcement of current federal gun laws.”
(a)

Wouldn’t the abolition of the BATF constitute a major rebuke of federal
gun control? Wouldn’t such a rebuke encourage NRA members and other
gun owners to rally and increase pressure to abolish unconstitutional
federal firearms laws?

BEST ANSWER: Yes, abolishing the BATF would be an actual victory for gun
owners, instead of just obtaining the “better of two evils” that too often occurs.
(b)

Wouldn’t the abolition of the BATF send a message to elected officials
and judges that the American people will not tolerate an agency that
abuses the citizens and denies them their Second Amendment rights?

BEST ANSWER: Yes, abolishing the BATF would show that the American
people still have some impact on what really goes on in Washington, D.C.
(c)

Why doesn’t NRA publicize the instances of BATFE’s “overzealous
enforcement” in its publications?

BEST ANSWER: NRA has sometimes addressed BATFE overzealous
enforcement in our publications, but have fallen short of making it a major
priority.
7.

According to the Letter, NRA favors Congress giving BATFE “additional funds
to increase its enforcement of violations of [violent gun crime] laws at the federal
level.”
(a)

What are some examples of violent crimes that can only be detected and
prosecuted by federal government agents, and cannot be detected and
prosecuted by state or local police forces?

BEST ANSWER: The only reason that state agencies in the various states do not
take the lead on interstate crimes is that there are federal agencies with the revenue and
manpower to do it. There is nothing special about federal agencies when it comes to
detecting and prosecuting violent crimes.
(b)

What actual violent crimes can only be investigated by BATFE, and
cannot be investigated by the FBI?

BEST ANSWER: None. The FBI could investigate the currently existing federal
violent crimes as well as any other federal agency, and it could enforce the various tax
laws for alcohol and tobacco. For that matter, state police agencies could perform all of
these functions.

8.

According to the Letter, NRA has been attempting to pass the “Veteran Heritage
Firearms Act,” under which veterans and their families “could register firearms
acquired overseas” between 1934 and 1968.
(a)

Why is NRA attempting to pass a law to give special privileges to certain
groups of people to escape the operation of federal registration laws?

BEST ANSWER: It’s a mistake to lobby for special privileges for a small group
of gun owners, when all Americans’ gun rights at risk.
(b)

Why is NRA conceding that federal registration laws are acceptable, so
long as NRA can acquire exemptions for special groups of people?

BEST ANSWER: NRA should not concede that any federal registration laws are
acceptable.
(c)

Why should American gun owners be pleased with NRA’s work on this
proposed Act to help a tiny minority, when NRA has achieved no rollbacks of federal firearms registration and prohibition laws under six years
of a Republican-controlled federal government?

BEST ANSWER: NRA needs to restructure its priorities so that its lobbying
efforts and political activism go toward repealing federal firearms registration and
prohibition laws. NRA can rally its supporters to actually do something to take
the power back from the unelected BATFE and abolish that unconstitutional
agency.

JPFO invites concerned firearms owners to visit our website at www.jpfo.org to look at our
organization's efforts to ABOLISH the BATFE and end federal control and regulation of your guns.
- Our "Boot the BATFE" campaign: www.jpfo.org/bootbatfe.htm
- Our documentary-in-progress exposing the criminality of BATFE: www.jpfo.org/thegang.htm

The Gang Movie is now complete! Visit www.thegangmovie.com

